Abstract—Short term electricity demand forecasts are required by power utilities for efficient operation of the power grid. In a competitive market environment, suppliers and large consumers also require short term forecasts in order to estimate their energy requirements in advance. Electricity demand is influenced (among other things) by the day of the week, the time of year and special periods and/or days such as Ramadhan, all of which must be identified prior to modelling. This identification, known as day-type identification, must be included in the modelling stage either by segmenting the data and modelling each day-type separately or by including the day-type as an input. Day-type identification is the main focus of this paper. A Kohonen map is employed to identify the separate day-types in Algerian data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In common with many countries, the electricity market in Algeria is currently being deregulated. This deregulation places the onus on the new energy suppliers, generators and the grid operator to produce accurate short-term forecasts (up to 7 days ahead on an hourly basis) of their energy requirements.

The forecasted energy requirements are typically reconciled with the actual energy requirement by purchasing (or selling) the difference on the spot market at an expensive price (or at a loss). In such competitive environments, prediction becomes a powerful tool in seeking better performances. Short term forecasts are also required by the national grid operator to determine the optimal power stations to turn on (known as the unit commitment problem) and to determine the spinning reserve (the amount of excess production required to guarantee quality of supply).

However, the design and validity of a given model is, often, severely subject to a good understanding and a-priori knowledge of the real load behaviour [2]. In the case of short term load forecasting, it is proven that the day types or daily habits of consumers for different periods of time, such as working days, weekends, special holidays, etc affect heavily the load shape [3]. Different prediction models may then be designed for each day type. Kohonen networks are proven to be efficient for self-organisation and associative memory [4], and so are employed in this paper in order to identify these day types [5], [6].

In the remainder of the paper, an overview of the Algerian load data is given, as well as a brief overview on the Kohonen map. Results for Algerian load data are presented in Section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF ALGERIAN ELECTRICITY DEMAND

The range and time-scale for the available data is given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Saturday 1st January 2000 until Friday 31st December 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timescale</td>
<td>hourly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Points</td>
<td>43796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electrical demand in Algeria from 01/01/2000 to 31/12/2004 is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen there is an upward trend in the data reflecting increased economic activity over this period.
III. DAY-TYPE IDENTIFICATION

Daily load data can be disaggregated into distinct groups (called day-types) each of which has common characteristics. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a) there is, for example, an obvious difference between the shape of the load on a typical weekend day, such as Friday and a working day like Saturday or Sunday due to decreased economic activity and the weekly religious prayer on Friday. Note that in Algeria the weekend is on Thursdays and Fridays. Furthermore, there is a distinct difference between the shape of a typical winter day and summer day (Fig. 2(b)). A typical winter working day (Saturday) exhibits a high peak at 9pm; in a summer day (which is a holiday for most people) the peak is at 10pm. In all cases the day-types must, however, be identified.

The existence of several different day-types has been shown by several researchers [7], [8], [6]. However, the level of desegregation in day-type selection is, to a large extent, subjective and dependant on the judgement of the forecaster. As pointed out by Hubele and Cheng [9], the application of a separate load forecasting model for different seasons (for example Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring) has the advantage that the models do not need to incorporate seasonal information. Further desegregation of the load by day of the week (for example Summer Sunday, Winter Sunday, Summer Monday etc.) reduces further the amount of information that the model need incorporate. Such approaches have been implemented successfully by Srinivasan et al [10] and Mastorocostas et al. [11], to mention but a few. Where a single model is used for all the data, the day-type information is often incorporated as an additional input (two examples are Chen et al. [12], and Lertpalangsunti and Chan [13]). In either case the day-types must, however, be identified. The selection of day-types can be guided by analytical techniques.

IV. KOHONEN MAP FOR DAY-TYPE IDENTIFICATION

The self-organising feature map or Kohonen map [14] would appear ideal for day-type identification as the number and similarity between day-types is not known a priori. The Kohonen map can be implemented for day-type identification in several different ways (examples are [7], [8], [6]); however differences in the results are insignificant in most cases thus the algorithm used by Hsu and Yang [6] was chosen. The Kohonen map structure is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 3.

The network consists of a grid of output nodes connected to the inputs via a set of weights. When presented with the \( k \)th input vector \( P_k \), the network calculates the activation of each node by \( P_x \) as:

\[
\alpha_{i,j,k} = W_{i,j}P_k
\]
where $a_{i,j}$ and $W_{i,j}$ are the activation of, and weight ($R^{n \times}$) connecting $P_k$ to node $i,j$ respectively. $P_k$ is said to be mapped onto the node with the highest activation. After several inputs have been presented, similar inputs are mapped to the same or adjacent nodes, i.e., within a small neighbourhood. A neighbourhood of size $N_c$ around node $i,j$ is defined as nodes $i \pm N_c$ to $j \pm N_c$.

$P_k$ for the current study is formed in two steps. Initially, the daily load curve is extracted from each day to give a set of load curves that have a minimum value of zero and a maximum value of one [6].

$$Y'(i)_k = \frac{Y(i)_k - \min Y_k}{\max Y_k - \min Y_k} \quad i = 1, 2, ..., 24 \quad (2)$$

where $Y(i)_k$ and $Y(i)_k$ are the $i$th elements (hour) of the load curve $Y_k$ and actual load $Y_k$ of day $k$ respectively. The load curves are then normalised to give them unity length:

$$P(i)_k = \frac{Y'(i)_k}{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{24} Y'(i)_k^2\right)^{1/2}} \quad i = 1, 2, ..., 24 \quad (3)$$

where $P(i)_k$ is the $i$th element of $P_k$. The weights are initialised [6] as:

$$W(i,j) = \|\mu_p(1), \mu_p(2), \ldots, \mu_p(24)\| + 5\|\rho_p(1), \rho_p(2), \ldots, \rho_p(24)\| \quad (4)$$

where $\mu_p(1)$ and $\rho_p(1)$ are the sample mean and standard deviation of $P(i)$ over all $k$, $\nu$ is a uniformly distributed random number in the range $-0.5$ to $0.5$ and $W_{i,j}$ is normalised to unit length as in [6].

The weights are not initialised randomly but initialised around the mean of the inputs as the inputs are all similar and thus restricted to a small portion of the space [6]. During training the inputs are presented one by one and the weights of the triggered node (the node to which the inputs is mapped) and nodes in its neighbourhood are updated as in equation (5).

$$W_{i,j}(m+1) = W_{i,j}(m) + \alpha(m)[P_k - W_{i,j}(m)] \quad (5)$$

Where $\alpha$ is the adaptation gain, with $0 < \alpha < 1$, and $m$ is the iteration number. This has the effect of increasing the activation of the triggered node and its neighbours. In a single iteration all the inputs are presented and the weights adapted. After several iterations, the neighbourhood size is reduced by one and so on until zero, i.e., the triggered node only is adapted.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

For the present study, the trials used full years of data of 2003 and 2004. The kohonen map was trained using the following parameters:

- An initial neighbourhood size of $N_c = 4$,
- Adaptation gain equal to 0.002,
- Total number of iteration $m = 10$ and
- A Grid size $18 \times 18$ (324 in total).
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These values are similar to those used by Hsu and Yang [6]. It should be noted that the technique was found to be quite robust to a change in the parameters values for the used Kohonen map (cited above). However, if needed, those parameters will be modified to give better results along the research period.

The value of \( \alpha \) affects the rate at which the network adapts to each input; if the value is too large the network overreacts to each input while the network will not converge if the value is too small. The value of \( \alpha \) may be adapted from iteration to iteration however in simulations conducted by the author little difference was found; this was also the case reported by Hsu and Yang [6]. As was found by Hsu and Yang [6], a wide range of values from .001 to .007 was found to give satisfactory results. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the number of nodes activated by inputs of various types, in the trained Kohonen map. It can be seen that weekdays activate roughly the same map nodes where, the weekend activate different nodes. The difference is most predominant for Fridays that excites the Kohonen map in the most particular manner. This was expected as Friday coincides with the weekly prayer occurring from 12 to 2:30 pm depending on the season, and affecting the load by a consumption drop. The larger peaks further apart from right to left, represent the day types for winter and summer respectively.

This was identified when analysing the map behavior for each month of the analysed years. Fig. 5, shows clearly that winter months triggers nodes on the right hand side of the map, whereas summer months triggers nodes on the left hand side. summer and winters days are therefore clearly identified. The successive months from September to August will trigger nodes further away from the right hand side of the map until reaching the extreme left hand side. Note, that October and November might excite a wider area of the map as these months may contain, days exhibiting both the characteristics of winter and summer days.

This is even more clearly shown for January (a Winter month) and August (a Summer month), Fig. 6. As for the smaller peaks they represent weekends and special day types, i.e., days of bank or religious holidays, weekends, Ramadhan, etc. where the load behaves differently than other summer or winter mapped days.

An interesting issue is the month of fasting (Ramadhan), where the habits of the population changes dramatically, i.e., less working hours, same habits for working or weekdays, new dining hours, etc. For the month of Ramadhan 2003, Fig. 7, there are no clear distinction between weekends and weekdays given by the Kohonen map. The only difference noticed is the split of the weekdays into two distinct groups. However, the national bank holiday (1st of November) is clearly picked out.

This was identified when analysing the map behavior for each month of the analysed years. Fig. 5, shows clearly that winter months triggers nodes on the right hand side of the map, whereas summer months triggers nodes on the left hand side. summer and winters days are therefore clearly identified. The successive months from September to August will trigger nodes further away from the right hand side of the map until reaching the extreme left hand side. Note, that October and November might excite a wider area of the map as these months may contain, days exhibiting both the characteristics of winter and summer days.

This is even more clearly shown for January (a Winter month) and August (a Summer month), Fig. 6. As for the
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